The risks of storing high-level radioactive waste (also known as irradiated nuclear fuel, or, euphemistically, as “spent” or “used” nuclear fuel) in GE BWR Mark 1 elevated storage pools are many, and potentially catastrophic. Such risks have come into sharp focus in light of the loss of electricity to run cooling water circulation pumps at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant’s multiple GE BWR Mark 1 storage pools for high-level radioactive waste in the aftermath of the March 11, 2011 earthquake and tsunami. Nearly three months later, desperate, often ad hoc attempts to keep the storage pools filled with water in order to thermally cool (and radiation shield) the high-level radioactive wastes are ongoing.

As Robert Alvarez at Institute for Policy Studies has written in the Introduction to his recent report, “Spent Nuclear Fuel Pools in the U.S.: Reducing the Deadly Risks of Storage”:

“As the nuclear crisis at the Dai-Ichi reactors in Japan's Fukushima prefecture continue to unfold, the severe dangers of stored spent nuclear fuel in pools are taking center stage. It is now clear that at least one spent fuel pool lost enough water to expose highly radioactive material, which then led to a hydrogen explosion and a spent fuel fire that destroyed the reactor building of Unit 4. Radioactive fuel debris was expelled up to a mile away. A second pool at Unit 3 experienced significant damage from a hydrogen explosion from the venting of the reactor vessel.

In a desperate effort to prevent another explosion and catastrophic fire, lead-shielded helicopters and water cannons dumped thousands of tons of water onto Unit 4's pool. Nearly two months later, the pool remains close to boiling and is still emitting high doses of radiation. Pool water sampling indicates that the spent fuel rods are damaged to the point where uranium fission is taking place. Spent fuel pools at two of the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors are exposed to the open sky.

On April 12, the Japanese government announced that the Dai-Ichi nuclear disaster in Fukushima was as severe as the 1986 Chernobyl accident. According to Japan’s Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency, between March 11 and early April, between 10 and 17 million curies (270,000 – 360,000 TBq) of radioiodine and radiocesium were released to the atmosphere — an average of 417,000 curies per day. The average daily atmospheric release between April 5 and 25 was estimated at 4,200 curies per day (154 TBq). The radioactivity discharged into the sea from Unit 2 alone was estimated at 127,000 curies (4,700 TBq).” [pages 4 to 6, internal references and citations omitted here, but included in the Alvarez report]
In fact, the frightening news from Fukushima Daiichi’s high-level radioactive waste storage pools has grown even worse. Frighteningly, the Unit 4 pool needs to be shored up, lest it collapse completely – a disaster that could lead to a complete loss of cooling water, and a consequent radioactive inferno in short order, releasing its deadly poisons directly into the atmosphere.\(^2\) Damage to another pool, and the high-level radioactive wastes contained within, is also feared. Unit 3 suffered a devastating hydrogen explosion that left the secondary containment building largely a pile of collapsed rubble. This begs the question, what is the status of the Unit 3 high-level radioactive waste storage pool, and what is the status of the irradiated nuclear fuel itself? Photos of the Unit 3 storage pool for high-level radioactive waste show it largely filled with debris.\(^3\) Similarly, the high-level radioactive waste storage pool at Unit 1, located immediately adjacent to the top of the reactor pressure vessel and primary containment system, and just below the ceiling of the secondary containment building, was subjected to the first massive hydrogen explosion, on March 12\(^{th}\). Did it, and the high-level radioactive wastes within, survive intact? Although Tokyo Electric Power Company (Tepco) assured the world that it had – and the Japanese federal government repeated the claim – their credibility is very suspect at this point, given revelations just in recent days about major bad news from the very first days of the catastrophe that is just now being divulged, nearly three months later.

As but one example, only on June 6 to 7 did the Japanese federal Nuclear and Industrial Safety Administration (NISA) admit that radioactivity releases during the first week of the Fukushima nuclear catastrophe (from March 11\(^{th}\) to mid-March) were twice the amount previously reported to have been released during the entire first month of the catastrophe.\(^4\) Undoubtedly, at least a fraction – if not a significant fraction – of these hazardous radioactivity releases from Fukushima Daiichi’s GE BWR Mark 1s originated in one or more storage pools for high-level radioactive waste. However, given the chaos that still reigns at the site, as well as the nearly three month delay in the release of basic information by Tepco and various Japanese federal agencies, it may be some time until the details of how much radioactivity escaped from exactly where at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. This assumes, however, that Tepco and the Japanese federal government want the truth to be revealed. And members of and presenters at the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) Advisory Committee on Reactor Safetyguards (ACRS) Subcommittee charged with analyzing the Fukushima nuclear catastrophe have warned that evidence and data could easily be lost during frantic attempts to quell the radioactivity releases, and then to clean them up.\(^5\)

It seems reasonable to allow for the possibility, however -- given the severe damage to Fukushima Daiichi Units 1 to 4’s secondary reactor containment buildings from massive hydrogen explosions, and the disconcerting questions that still linger nearly three months later about the structural integrity of the various storage pools, and the high-level radioactive wastes they contain – that at least a part, and perhaps a significant part, of the escaping radioactivity originated from one or more storage pools. After all, they were not located within primary containment structures to begin with, given the GE BWR Mark 1 design. And, they have been subjected to not only the destructive force of the 9.0 earthquake, but also the destructive force of overheating irradiated nuclear fuel, massive hydrogen explosions, falling debris, and perhaps also irradiated nuclear fuel fires, and even accidental nuclear chain reactions within the pools themselves.
In the earliest days of the Fukushima nuclear catastrophe, the theory that Daiichi Unit 4’s pool had boiled dry, and the irradiated nuclear fuel had caught on fire, was shared at the highest levels – including by the Chairman of the NRC, Greg Jaczko. The theory held that irradiated nuclear fuel rod cladding, made of zirconium, had chemically interacted with steam, to form hydrogen gas, which then detonated.

However, more recent reviews have begun to advance alternative theories for the “mystery” of Unit 4’s explosion that badly damaged the secondary containment building. For example, at a May 26th meeting of the NRC ACRS subcommittee charged with reviewing the Fukushima nuclear catastrophe, a DOE spokesman theorized that perhaps not the entire pool, but rather an isolated section of it, boiled dry, generating hydrogen gas. But he stated that another, more compelling theory may be that hydrogen gas generated by the reactor meltdown in Unit 3 traveled through a common venting system shared by Unit 3 and Unit 4, and rather than being discharged up and out of their common smokestack, instead was discharged into Unit 4’s secondary containment building, causing the explosion that severely damaged it. Other theories behind the “mystery” explosion in Unit 4 include the potential presence of explosive materials (such as acetylene tanks), but this has been largely ruled out at this point. But the faster than expected boiling away of the Unit 4 storage pool water could also be partly explained by such things as loss of three feet of the cooling water cover via sloshing caused by the earthquake, the inadvertent opening of pool gates, tears in the pool’s steel liner, and/or cracks in the pool’s concrete walls, and/or other large-volume water escape pathways yet to be discovered, in combination with the thermally hot high-level radioactive wastes’ boiling away of the remaining cooling water supply. Despite the uncertainties, it is fair to say that these GE BWR Mark 1 high-level radioactive waste storage pools have not smoothly withstood the natural disasters, loss of electricity to run cooling water circulation pumps, and the consequent nuclear catastrophe to which they have been subjected.

It is incredible, disconcerting, and alarming that nearly three months into the Fukushima nuclear catastrophe, not only the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Department of Energy, but even Tokyo Electric Power Company and the Japanese federal government, are unable to clearly explain what caused the Unit 4 explosion, and what role, if any, high-level radioactive waste storage pools played. Given the desperate, ongoing, ad hoc attempts to keep the multiple high-level radioactive waste storage pools at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant filled with cooling water (unsuccessful helicopter drops, somewhat more successful but still challenging ad hoc blasts of water from fire truck hoses, water cannons designed for dispersing riots, and concrete truck pumps), given the continued lack of circulation pumping, it seems fair to say that the pools remain at potential risk of catastrophic radioactivity releases. After all, the pools are not located within primary containment structures, and the secondary containment buildings have been visibly damaged (Unit 2), severely damaged (Units 1 and 4) or utterly destroyed (Unit 3). Unit 4’s pool appears at risk of collapse – and there is the danger of powerful seismic aftershocks from the March 11th earthquake that could be the straw that breaks the camel’s back. The emergency cooling measures have had to be performed from some distance, and behind radiation shielding such as lead lined helicopters and vehicles, given the severe on-site radiological hazards associated with three leaking reactor melt downs, two
damaged primary containment structures, and multiple storage pools with insufficient cooling water -- and hence radiation shielding -- covering the high-level radioactive waste.

The main tenet of Alvarez’s May 2011 report – and the motivation behind Beyond Nuclear’s 2.206 enforcement petition vis a vis GE BWR Mark 1 high-level radioactive waste storage pool risks – is that it could very well happen here. But this has been known, and warned about, long before the Fukushima nuclear catastrophe.

In fact, in January 2001, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff itself published its final draft of the “Technical Study of Spent Fuel Pool Accident Risk at Decommissioning Nuclear Power Plants,” NUREG-1738. Although this report focused on accidental heavy load drops into high-level radioactive waste storage pools at decommissioned nuclear power plants, the consequences of instantaneous pool drain downs can be equal to the consequences of gradual pool boil downs, as due to loss of electricity at GE BWR Mark 1s for a long enough period of time. Loss of the electric grid to run the cooling water circulation pumps would begin an overheating and boiling away of pool water, which, if not corrected, could lead to an uncovering of the irradiated nuclear fuel in a matter of days at operating (and even permanently shut down) GE BWR Mark 1 nuclear power plants. That is why our 2.206 emergency enforcement petition calls for NRC to immediately issue Confirmatory Action Orders to all GE BWR Mark I high-level radioactive waste storage pool operators in the U.S. to promptly install a dedicated Class E1 power system to assure: the prompt and reliable availability of standby backup electrical power from redundant Alternating Current (AC) emergency power systems (i.e. bunkered AC emergency onsite generators), and that additional standby emergency backup power be provided by Direct Current (DC) battery systems rated to provide sufficient power for a minimum of 72 hours to assure the operation of cooling water circulation pumps until main grid power and/or emergency standby generators can be restored, or additional battery power can be made available.

Incredibly, as revealed by questions raised during the ACRS subcommittee meeting mentioned above, it seems that water level gauges and temperature gauges are not in place at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant’s high-level radioactive waste storage pools – adding to the confusion about the status of the pools and the high-level radioactive wastes contained within. The questions indicated that a similar situation exists at U.S. GE BWR Mark 1 high-level radioactive waste storage pools (and pools of other designs, for that matter). If water level gauges do exist, they may be at the top of the pool, to warn against pool overflow accidents. Given the risks, safety features as basic as water level and temperature gauges must be required by NRC to be installed by GE BWR Mark 1 high-level radioactive waste storage pool operators in the U.S. Given the fear that inadvertent nuclear chain reactions may have taken place in one or more of Fukushima Daiichi’s high-level radioactive waste storage pools, NRC should also require GE BWR Mark 1 pool operators to install neutron monitors, and other appropriate radiation monitoring devices, in the U.S. And given the destructive forces – earthquake, tsunami, overheating, boiling, fires, explosions, nuclear chain reactions – to which Fukushima Daiichi’s high-level radioactive waste storage pools have been subjected to, and to which U.S. GE BWR Mark 1 pools could also be subjected to under various accident conditions, these various gauges – to check water level, temperature, radiological emissions, etc. – should be designed and built to withstand such destructive forces.
The loss of the cooling water cover in high-level radioactive waste storage pools at Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant has precluded Tepco personnel and other emergency responders (including the Japanese military) from approaching the pools to take corrective emergency actions and observations, due to the fatal gamma radiation fields due to the loss of adequate radiation shielding that had previously been provided by the pools’ cooling water cover. A similar development must be precluded at U.S. GE BWR Mark 1 pools. NRC must require that adequate make-up water supplies are in place, and robust enough to survive potential accident conditions, so that the pools’ cooling water cover is not lost in the first place, whether due to sudden drain down, or slow motion boil off.

Loss of the cooling capability could also lead to irradiated nuclear fuel overheating and then spontaneous combustion, or ignition, of the zirconium cladding encasing the irradiated nuclear fuel rods. Such a fire could ignite within hours of the loss of the cooling water cover over the irradiated nuclear fuel. Such a high-level radioactive waste fire could then propagate, exothermically, from “younger” (irradiated nuclear fuel more recently discharged from the operating reactor core) to “older” (irradiated nuclear fuel that has been longer removed from an operating reactor core, and is thus more radioactively decayed and thermally cooled) irradiated nuclear fuel. Significantly, in its 2001 report cited above, NRC could not rule out that irradiated nuclear fuel that had been removed from a reactor core for decades be declared immune from catching fire. Such accident scenarios may have very well already occurred at Fukushima Daiichi. They must be prevented from ever occurring in the U.S. Adequate precautions as called for in this emergency enforcement petition – robust emergency backup power, water level gauges, temperature gauges, radiation monitors, and make-up water systems and supplies -- must be required by NRC at U.S. GE BWR Mark 1s, to preclude such catastrophic consequences from ever occurring here.

NRC reported in its 2001 study that “the consequences of a zirconium fire could be serious,” that the loss of cooling water in a high-level radioactive waste storage pool could lead to around 25,000, or more, latent fatal cancers downwind, with deaths occurring as far as 500 miles away. The NRC report’s Appendix 2D, “STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF SPENT FUEL POOL STRUCTURES SUBJECT TO AIRCRAFT CRASHES,” focuses on the consequence of an accidental aircraft crash on an irradiated nuclear fuel storage pool. Deliberate attack is not considered by the report. However, this section of the report – as in the report’s Section 3.5.2 -- notes that the 32 General Electric Mark 1 and 2 Boiling Water Reactors “do not appear to have any significant structures that would reduce the likelihood of penetration” of the irradiated nuclear fuel storage pool by an aircraft. The study characterizes a “large aircraft” as weighing just 12,000 pounds, or 6 tons. But the takeoff weight of the large jumbo commercial aircraft that hit the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001 was on the order of 150 tons. The NRC report’s APPENDIX 4, “CONSEQUENCE ASSESSMENT FROM ZIRCONIUM FIRE,”
focuses on the radioactive inventory releases and human health consequences of a zirconium fire in an irradiated nuclear fuel storage pool. Due to the appendix on aircraft crashes in particular, this report was withdrawn from public access by NRC following the 9/11 terrorist attacks. It was later returned, with the caveat that NRC would not publicize its existence. The risks of sudden pool drain downs, whether due to accidents or attacks, should be defended against by NRC security and safety regulations. But so should the risk of more gradual pool boil downs, due to loss of electricity supply. The consequences of loss of cooling water covering in GE BWR Mark 1 high-level radioactive waste storage pools would be equivalent, whether due to sudden drain down, or more gradual boil down.

Also moved by the 9/11 attacks to warn the U.S. public and decision makers about high-level radioactive waste storage pool security risks (especially at particularly vulnerable GE BWR Mark 1s, with elevated pools), in January 2003, Robert Alvarez et al. reported that a terrorist attack successfully draining the cooling water from an irradiated nuclear fuel storage pool could cause a catastrophic radioactivity release that would dwarf the Chernobyl nuclear disaster in scope.\(^8\) Alvarez et al. summed up the potential consequences:

A 1997 study done for the NRC estimated the median consequences of a spent-fuel fire at a pressurized water reactor that released 8 to 80 mega-curies of cesium-137. The consequences included 54,000-143,000 extra cancer deaths, 2,000-7,000 square kilometers of agricultural land condemned, and economic costs due to evacuation of US$117-566 billion. It is obvious that all practical measures must be taken to prevent the occurrence of such an event. In short, "The long-term land-contamination consequences of such an event could be significantly worse than those from Chernobyl," they concluded.

The Alvarez et al. report made abundantly clear, to an ever widening audience, that irradiated nuclear fuel storage pools represent one of the worst security vulnerabilities in the U.S. In 2005, the National Academies of Science concluded that Alvarez et al.'s warning held merit, and should be addressed.\(^9\) Incredibly, the NRC responded by trying to block the public release of a redacted version of the NAS report. If not given adequate consideration by NRC, and appropriate enforcement action as suggested in this emergency enforcement petition, such security risks, as well as safety risks highlighted by the Fukushima nuclear catastrophe in the aftermath of a natural disaster, could persist for decades to come in the U.S.

Given their configuration, GE BWR Mark 1 high-level radioactive waste storage pools are also vulnerable to the risks of heavy load drop accidents leading to rapid pool drain downs. Such an accident nearly occurred on the Lake Michigan shoreline, at Palisades nuclear power plant (a pressurized water reactor) in Covert, Michigan, in October 2005. For several months, because the nuclear utility and NRC did not disclose the incident, it remained unknown to the public and even local elected officials. NRC claimed that this near-disaster was “not a reportable event.” After submitting a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, Nuclear Information and Resource Service was able to document what had happened and why.\(^10\) Palisades had come precariously close to dropping a 107 ton, fully loaded high-level radioactive waste transfer cask
back into the storage pool. This risked breaching the pool floor, and suddenly draining away the cooling water supply. As described by the 2001 NRC study cited above, that could have led within a short period of time to a catastrophic radioactive waste inferno. Given similar close calls at Prairie Island nuclear power plant in Minnesota (another long duration dangle of a fully loaded cask above the pool at a pressurized water reactor, in the 1990s), and at Vermont Yankee (a fully loaded cask drop that came precariously close to striking the loading platform floor, in more recent years at a GE BWR Mark 1), the potential for such an incident at any of the 24 U.S. GE BWR Mark 1 high-level radioactive waste storage pools is certainly a credible risk. NRC must address the risk of heavy load drops into irradiated nuclear fuel storage pools causing sudden drain downs of the cooling water supply, and thus sudden loss of the radiation shielding it also provides.

David A. Lochbaum, now with Union of Concerned Scientists, had warned about the risk of heavy load drops into high-level radioactive waste storage pools five years earlier than the 2001 NRC report. In his 1996 book “Nuclear Waste Disposal Crisis,” he also warned about many other risks of high-level radioactive waste pool storage, including at BWR Mark 1s. In Chapter 8, “Spent Fuel Risks,” Lochbaum wrote [note, Lochbaum’s citations, indicated within parentheses below, are omitted here, but are viewable in his book excerpt – a link to the UCS website is included in my endnote 11]:

“The NRC first evaluated the spent fuel risk in the Reactor Safety Study (RSS) released in October 1975.(1) The NRC had assumed that a spent fuel accident would only involve one-third of a reactor core's inventory, because the fuel assemblies discharged each refueling outage would be shipped offsite for reprocessing shortly thereafter. The NRC considered the spent fuel risk to be small compared to the risk from accidents involving the reactor core. The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 compelled the NRC to release an environmental impact statement for spent fuel storage in August 1979. The NRC reaffirmed its conviction that the "storage of spent fuel in water pools is a well established technology, and under the static conditions of storage represents a low environmental impact and low potential risk to the health and safety of the public.(2)

The NRC recognized that certain actions had eroded the basis for its original spent fuel risk analysis: after reprocessing was eliminated, utilities had expanded spent fuel storage capacities at nuclear power plants and disposal had been indefinitely deferred. The RSS had not considered so many spent fuel assemblies being stored for so many years. In addition, studies demonstrated that fire could propagate between irradiated fuel assemblies in the storage racks, a mechanism not contemplated in the RSS analysis. The NRC undertook a study in the early 1980s to determine if the interim spent fuel storage role presented unanalyzed accident scenarios or more severe consequences than previously analyzed. The study involved a probabilistic risk analysis of postulated spent fuel pool accidents initiated by random system failures, seismic events and dropping heavy loads. The analysis considered initiating event frequencies, system
responses, and accident consequences such as cladding fires to evaluate the health effects from the postulated accidents.(3)

The NRC's study reported that a spent fuel pool accident involving fuel damage could result in an \([8,000,000]\) person-rem total radiation exposure to the 667,588 people living within a 50 mile radius of the plant. This radiological dose averages 11.98 Rem per person, equivalent to 479.2 times the maximum dose that federal regulations permit any member of the public to receive in an entire year. The study estimated that such an accident could result in off-site property damage totalling $3.4 billion in 1983 dollars. As in the RSS, the study assumed that the accident involved only the fuel discharged during the most recent refueling outage (i.e, one-third of a reactor core).(4) However the NRC's study also reported that the chances of a spent fuel pool accident resulting in fuel damage were \([1.5/10,000,000]\) per reactor year, or less than one accident every 60,000 years given the 109 plants currently operating. Due to the accident's perceived low probability, the NRC concluded that it represented an acceptable risk to public health and safety despite the severe consequences.(5)

The heart of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) is statistical analysis. Such ciphering has valuable applications, but PRA proponents quantifying nuclear safety risks should consider the fact that a NRC statistician published this conclusion on March 9, 1979:

> The probability is less than 0.5 that the next (i.e., the first) major accident occurs within the next 400 reactor years. The probability is less than .05 that the next major accident occurs in the next 21 reactor years. The probability is larger than 0.5 that the next major accident will occur after the next 400 reactor years.(6)

The major accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 occurred on March 28, 1979-fewer than 500 hours later.

The primary faults of PRAs include not addressing all credible initiating events and using invalid assumptions. It is exceedingly difficult to cover every conceivable failure mode and effect in a PRA for something as complex as a nuclear power plant. According to a consultant to the NRC who reviewed 25 Individual Plant Examinations featuring PRA, "attention to detail makes safe plants--lack of attention to details kills people."(7)

The nuclear power industry has not evaluated the integrated risk from nuclear power plant operation with the on-site storage of significantly more spent fuel assemblies than had been considered when the plants were designed. Spent fuel risk assessments assume that only one-third of a reactor core's inventory will be damaged, yet spent fuel pools now contain upwards of seven
reactor cores of irradiated fuel assemblies as shown in Table 7-1. These details demand proper attention.

The spent fuel risk assessments dismiss the severe consequences from a spent fuel accident primarily due to the perceived long time that the operating staff has to perform mitigating actions. However, these risk assessments fail to account for the single most important element in any mitigation effort namely, the problem's detection. The instrumentation used to monitor spent fuel pool temperature and level is almost always nonemergency equipment. This means that it is not designed, procured, installed, maintained, or tested with the same high standards applied to emergency system components to guarantee their performance. As repeatedly illustrated by the following incidents, the initiating event frequently goes undetected for hours or even days due to inoperable spent fuel pool instrumentation. It seems prudent, if not mandatory, to provide reasonable assurance that spent fuel pool problems will be readily detected before their grave consequences are dismissed based on remedial actions.

Loss of Water Inventory

The principal spent fuel accident concern is losing spent fuel pool water and the capability to cool the irradiated fuel assemblies. If the spent fuel pool drains, the spent fuel assemblies discharged within the past three to four years still produce sufficient decay heat to cause meltdown. In addition, the fuel's cladding could initiate and sustain rapid oxidation (often referred to as "fire" outside the nuclear power industry) during heatup prior to melting. The resulting cladding fire in a spent fuel pool equipped with high-density storage racks could spread to every spent fuel assembly.

The probability that the cladding would catch on fire after the spent fuel pool completely drains has been estimated at 100% for PWRs and 25% for BWRs.(8) The BWR probability is significantly lower because it was assumed that the BWR spent fuel assemblies are stored with their fuel channels in place, thus acting as barriers preventing the fire from spreading. Storing BWR spent fuel assemblies with the fuel channels in place significantly reduces spent fuel risk, yet the NRC does not require or even recommend that BWR plants implement this inexpensive safety precaution.

The loss of spent fuel pool water inventory event has the potential for contaminating the environment worse than would occur from a reactor core accident due to the significantly larger quantity of radioactive material available for release.(9) Additionally, the loss of spent fuel pool water inventory event is inherently worse than the reactor core accident because the fuel damage and radioactivity release occur outside the major barrier protecting the public, the primary containment. Therefore, it is more likely that radioactive material released in a spent fuel pool accident would reach the environment.
Several failure modes causing spent fuel pool water inventory to be lost were considered during the design process. The predominant failure mode is structural integrity damage that drains the spent fuel pool water at a rate exceeding makeup capability. The events producing this failure mode include earthquakes, heavy loads dropping into the pool or onto its wall, and turbine generated missiles. The secondary failure mode involves fuel pool cooling system malfunctions enabling accelerated water loss from the pool. The events producing this failure mode include a fuel pool cooling system pipe break and a failure of the system's heat removal function. Another failure mode, typically not considered during the design process but proving to be rather troublesome nonetheless, involves seal failure that allows water to leak from the pool into adjacent areas such as the containment, the shipping cask pit, and the fuel transfer tube.

The spent fuel pools at nuclear power plants in the United States are designed to withstand earthquakes without loss of integrity. The NRC evaluated the spent fuel pools at the Vermont Yankee and the H. B. Robinson plants to determine their vulnerability to earthquakes more severe than considered during design. They concluded that the spent fuel pools would probably survive an earthquake three times larger than they were designed to handle. They also concluded that it would take an earthquake nearly ten times greater than the design basis earthquake to cause the spent fuel pools to fail catastrophically.(10)

Spent fuel pools are not designed to withstand a shipping cask weighing 75 to 110 tons dropping onto their floors or walls. A dropped cask will probably cause the spent fuel pool to fail catastrophically. Although the consequences from a cask dropping into the spent fuel pool are significant, the probability that such an event will occur has been considered to be sufficiently low as to effectively manage this risk factor.

While the nuclear power industry has not experienced the prototypical cask drop event, there have been precursors. On December 28, 1994, a core shroud head bolt dropped into the Unit 1 spent fuel pool at Georgia Power Company's Edwin L Hatch Nuclear Plant from one foot above the water surface when the sling holding the bolt broke. The bolt, 17 feet long by three inches in diameter and weighing 365 pounds, glanced off the side wall and fell to the bottom of the spent fuel pool without hitting the storage racks or irradiated fuel assemblies. The bolt tore a three inch gash in the 3/16 inch thick stainless steel liner. Approximately 2,000 gallons leaked through the hole and through a drain line to the radwaste system before valves in the drain line were manually closed. The SFP level dropped nearly two inches in 23 minutes, causing the fuel pool cooling system pumps to trip on low suction pressure. Operators restored level after the leakage path was isolated, then returned the fuel pool cooling system to service. Georgia Power removed the bolt and placed a large rubber mat (i.e., a nuclear-sized sink
stopper) over the hole to limit leakage until underwater welding repairs were completed.

The Hatch incident occurred less than a year after a screwdriver dropped into the spent fuel pool at a foreign nuclear power plant with similar results. On January 31, 1994, workers at Tricastin Unit 1 in France were removing the control rod cluster guide tube from a spent fuel assembly. A 15 foot long screwdriver weighing 44 pounds fell into the spent fuel pool and punctured the stainless steel liner. The level in the spent fuel pool dropped nearly four inches. A stainless steel plate was welded over the hole.

Spent fuel pools are not designed to withstand the impact from a turbine generated missile. A turbine generated missile can result from the main turbine's gross failure. The detached blading or shroud from a large turbine spinning at 1,800 rpm can be extremely detrimental to whatever it impacts. The probability that a turbine generated missile will cause spent fuel pool integrity failure has been estimated to be $[4.1/10,000,000]$ per reactor year. This probability is predicated on a $[1/10,000]$ per reactor year probability that a turbine failure event generates a missile combined with a $[4.1/1,000]$ probability that such a missile strikes the spent fuel pool with sufficient energy to be destructive.\(^{(11)}\)

Following the main turbine failure at Fermi Unit 2 on Christmas Day, 1993, Detroit Edison Company determined that a high trajectory missile generated by the turbine could damage the spent fuel pool. The conditional probability of this occurrence, given the turbine failure, was estimated to be $[1.0/10,000]$ per year.\(^{(12)}\) As with the cask drop event, while the consequences from a turbine generated missile striking the spent fuel pool are significant, the probability that such an event would occur was considered to be sufficiently low as to effectively control this risk factor.

Spent fuel pools are designed to handle a loss of fuel pool cooling. This initiating event culminates in appreciable loss of spent fuel pool water inventory only when the spent fuel pool boils without makeup. This failure mode has been discounted in safety studies due to the extended period (relative to traditional reactor accident analysis time frames) available to restore cooling or provide makeup.

On January 25, 1994, Commonwealth Edison Company discovered considerable water in the basement of the containment structure at its Dresden Unit 1 plant. Dresden Unit 1 shutdown in October 1978 and remains virtually abandoned next to the operating Dresden Unit 2 and 3 plants. A service water system pipe in the unheated Unit 1 containment had frozen and ruptured, draining about 55,000 gallons from the system into the basement. Commonwealth Edison determined that piping in the spent fuel pool transfer system was also susceptible to freezing. If this piping had broken, the spent fuel pool would have drained to two feet below the top of the 660 irradiated fuel assemblies in the storage racks. At that
level, the dose rate at the spent fuel pool railing was estimated at 733 Rem/hr, radiation levels that could have impaired operations on Dresden Units 2 and 3.(13) Dresden Unit 1 was not equipped with spent fuel pool level instrumentation to detect inventory 10ss.14 This event had significant potential radiological consequences even though only 660 irradiated spent fuel assemblies resided in the spent fuel pool and these assemblies had undergone over 15 years of radioactive decay.

Failure of inflatable and mechanical seals is the most frequent reason that spent fuel pool water inventory is lost. Figure 8-1 illustrates various seal applications used in BWRs. Mechanical seals are used between the reactor pressure vessel and the containment structure (labeled "RPV to Drywell Bellows Seal" in Figure 8-1) and between the drywell and the refueling cavity (labelled "Drywell to Reactor Building Bellows" in Figure 8-1). Inflatable seals are used around removable gates (labeled "Gates" and "Double Gates" in Figure 8-1). Inflatable seals are like bicycle tire intertubes when filled with air, they form a nearly leak tight barrier. The problem occurs when the inflatable seal loses air pressure and the barrier becomes rather porous.

The refueling cavity water mechanical seal (comparable to the "Drywell to Reactor Building Bellows" shown in Figure 8-1) at the Haddam Neck plant suffered a gross failure in August 1984 when mechanical interference significantly displaced the seal. At the time of the failure, the refueling cavity was flooded in preparation for refueling. The refueling cavity water level decreased 23 feet to the reactor vessel flange level within 20 minutes, flooding the containment with approximately 200,000 gallons. If a spent fuel assembly had been in transit at the time, it could have been partially or completely uncovered with potentially high radiation levels, fuel cladding failure and radioactivity release. In addition, if the fuel transfer tube had been open, the spent fuel pool could have drained to a level that would have uncovered the top of the irradiated fuel assemblies in the storage racks.(15)

The inflatable seal on the gate to the transfer canal between the Unit 1 and the Unit 2 spent fuel pools at the Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant deflated in December 1986 after the air supply to the seals was mistakenly isolated. Nearly 141,000 gallons leaked from the spent fuel pools into the transfer canal, lowering the SFP level five feet. The leak was not identified for several hours because a leak detection instrument was inoperable at the time. Georgia Power determined that the leakage path could have drained the spent fuel pool to the bottom of the transfer canal, leaving only two feet of water over the top of irradiated fuel assemblies in the storage racks. The radiation field at the spent fuel pool railing would have been 100 Rem/hr in that condition, primarily from the control blades stored on the side of the spent fuel pool.(16) Several other incidents involving seal failure are described in Appendix A.
After the Haddam Neck event, the NRC required the postulated gross failure of the refueling cavity water seals to be evaluated for every nuclear power plant. The evaluation results varied due to different seal designs and refueling cavity geometries. Some plants required modifications to reduce the gross failure risk or provide seal leakage indication.

The results from the Northeast Utilities' evaluation of the Millstone Units 1, 2, and 3 plants for the Haddam Neck event represent typical findings. Northeast Utilities determined that in the unlikely event that the seal experienced catastrophic failure, the Millstone Unit 1 SFP level would drop to 20 inches above the irradiated fuel assemblies in 11 minutes with the resulting radiation field estimated to be $[2.4 \times 10^6]$ Rem/hr at the spent fuel pool railing and 65 Rem/hr on the refueling floor. For the same postulated event on Millstone Unit 2, the SFP level would drop to 12 inches above the irradiated fuel assemblies in 80 minutes with the resulting radiation field estimated to be $[4.0 \times 10^6]$ Rem/hr at the pool railing and 54 Rem/hr on the refueling floor. For the same postulated event on Millstone Unit 3, the SFP level would drop to 21 inches above the irradiated fuel assemblies in 120 minutes with the resulting radiation field estimated to be $[1.9 \times 10^6]$ Rem/hr at the pool railing and 37 Rem/hr on the refueling floor. (17)

To put these radiation fields in perspective, a worker exposed to 37 Rem/hr receives the maximum annual radiation dose permitted by federal law in about 49 seconds, while a worker exposed to $[1.9 \times 10^6]$ Rem/hr receives a fatal radiation dose in about one second. Because the probability that the refueling cavity water seal suffers catastrophic failure is considered to be negligibly small (despite already happening once), these potentially devastating consequences have been accepted by the NRC at Millstone and other nuclear power plants…

These spent fuel pool near-misses share many causal factors. In the majority of cases, the failure of a nonemergency system or component without the availability of a backup resulted in water inventory loss from the spent fuel pool. In many cases, the inventory loss was not promptly detected due to inoperable level instrumentation. The potential consequences from these events include high radiation fields and uncovering irradiated fuel assemblies outside primary containment. Given that federal regulations require the assumption that nonemergency systems and components fail or are unavailable following design basis events, the frequency of these spent fuel pool seal failures should warrant heightened attention, especially as more and more irradiated fuel assemblies are placed into the spent fuel pools.”

The reason I have included such a long extract from Lochbaum’s 1996 book is to show that high-level radioactive waste storage pool risks have long been known – and warned about. In fact, Lochbaum’s examples of numerous near-misses involving pools includes a disconcerting number of GE BWR Mark 1 pools. This lends strength to our emergency enforcement petition’s demand that NRC significantly increase safety and security regulations on GE BWR Mark 1
pools as a matter of utmost priority for public health, safety, environmental protection, and national and homeland security importance.

A recent report by Robert Alvarez at the Institute for Policy Studies ("Spent Nuclear Fuel Pools in the U.S.: Reducing the Deadly Risks of Storage," May 2011, posted online at http://www.ips-dc.org/reports/spent_nuclear_fuel_pools_in_the_us_reducing_the_deadly_risks_of_storage) shows that most of the 24 GE BWR Mark 1s in this country are located at nuclear power plants which have generated the most radioactivity of any nuclear power plant sites in the U.S. This radioactivity comes in the form of high-level radioactive waste, also known as irradiated nuclear fuel. This is the case because, many times, these GE BWR Mark 1s are amongst the oldest operating nuclear power plants in the U.S. They have operated for so many decades, that they have some of the largest inventories of high-level radioactive wastes of any nuclear power plant sites in the country.

These massive inventories of high-level radioactive waste are stored on-site, either within the elevated indoor pools outside primary containment structures, or else in outdoor dry casks. However, most pools are kept at maximum capacity, with high density storage of irradiated nuclear fuel. This means that these Mark 1 pools are often packed full of high-level radioactive waste, even if some have offloaded a small fraction of the older (more thermally cooled and radioactively decayed) irradiated nuclear fuel into outdoor dry casks.

Although almost all of the 24 GE BWRs in the U.S. have already received dry cask storage licenses from NRC (Pilgrim in Massachusetts is an exception), this does not mean pool risks have been adequately addressed. Far from it. Alvarez reports that “U.S. reactors have generated about 65,000 metric tons of spent fuel, of which 75 percent is stored in pools, according to Nuclear Energy Institute data.” (page 1, emphasis added). Thus, only 25% of GE BWR Mark 1 irradiated fuel has been transferred from the extremely risky pools into less risky (but themselves not risk-free – actually, far from it) dry storage casks. In fact, a tendency amongst nuclear utilities in the U.S. is to keep their high-level radioactive waste storage pools as full as possible, for as long as possible, in order to defer dry cask storage costs into the future.

This same practice is carried out at GE BWR Mark 1s. Millstone Unit 1 is a particularly egregious example. As reported by NRC, “[Millstone] Unit 1 was shut down on November 4, 1995, and transfer of the spent fuel to the pool was completed on November 19, 1995.” (Millstone – Unit 1, 2.0 Site Status Summary, posted online at http://www.nrc.gov/info-finder/decommissioning/power-reactor/millstone-unit-1.html) Incredibly, that’s where the irradiated nuclear fuel has remained ever since, for over 15 years now, despite the elevated risk.

Fermi Unit 2 in Michigan (at 1,122 Megawatts-electric the largest GE BWR Mark 1 in the world), despite already having obtained a license to establish a so-called Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (or ISFSI; see NRC’s map entitled “U.S. Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations,” posted online at http://www.nrc.gov/waste/spent-fuel-storage/locations.pdf), has taken much longer to do so than previously planned and announced. This has left nearly 550 metric tons of high-level radioactive waste at risk in its elevated storage pool.
Nine Mile Point 1 in New York, although pursuing an ISFSI license, does not yet have it. Thus, all of the high-level radioactive waste it has ever generated is still currently stored in its elevated pool.

Pilgrim in Massachusetts has no license for dry cask storage yet – and NRC reports that it has not yet announced its intentions regarding an ISFSI (see NRC’s map entitled “U.S. Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations,” posted online at [http://www.nrc.gov/waste/spent-fuel-storage/locations.pdf](http://www.nrc.gov/waste/spent-fuel-storage/locations.pdf)). The Pilgrim pool was originally designed to store 880 irradiated nuclear fuel assemblies, but NRC has granted it permission to store a maximum of 3,859 irradiated nuclear fuel assemblies in order to accommodate 40 years of operations by 2012 (personal communication to Kevin Kamps by Mary Lampert of Pilgrim Watch, June 7, 2011). After that, Pilgrim would likely remove only the minimum number of irradiated nuclear fuel assemblies from the pool to make room for the next offload of thermally and radioactively hot irradiated fuel from the reactor core during re-fueling, all in an effort to defer dry cask storage expenses for as long as possible. However, this greatly increases the risks of elevated pool storage.

In his Figure 9, “Spent Fuel Inventories Greater Than 200 Million Curies,” Alvarez lists the following 15 U.S. Mark 1s that store amongst the most radioactivity in the form of high-level radioactive waste of any nuclear power plant sites in the country:

**Millstone Unit 1** in Connecticut, which, when taken together as a whole with Millstone Units 2 and 3 (which happen to be pressurized water reactors), comprises nearly 500 million curies of radioactivity, the most of any nuclear power plant in the U.S.; as Millstone Unit 1 “went into commercial operation on December 28, 1970,” its still operational (and largely full) pool is now over 40 years old;

**Dresden Units 2 and 3** in Illinois (which began operations in 1970 and 1971, respectively), which along with Dresden Unit 1 (which began operations in 1960, was permanently shut down in 1978, and is currently mothballed, awaiting eventual decommissioning), have generated a grand total of about 350 million curies of irradiated nuclear fuel thus far; storing nearly 2,200 metric tons of high-level radioactive waste altogether at the Dresden nuclear power plant and the immediately adjacent General Electric-Morris ISFSI (an aborted reprocessing facility that broke ground in the late 1960s, the pool of which contains 772 tons of high-level radioactive waste) make this perhaps the single most concentrated square mile of commercial irradiated nuclear fuel storage in the U.S.; NRC reports that “[c]urrently, 108 spent fuel assemblies and one fuel rod basket from Unit 1 are stored in the DNPS [Dresden Nuclear Power Station] Unit 3 SFP [Spent Fuel Pool].” Thus, some of the risks of Dresden Unit 1’s irradiated nuclear fuel will persist in the Dresden Unit 3 storage pool for decades to come: “The licensee plans that decontamination and dismantlement of DNPS Unit 1, including removal of any remaining Unit 1 spent fuel that is stored in the Unit 3 SFP, will take place from 2029 through 2031.” [Dresden – Unit 1, 2.0 Site Status Summary, posted online at [http://www.nrc.gov/info-finder/decommissioning/power-reactor/dresden-nuclear-power-station-unit-1.html](http://www.nrc.gov/info-finder/decommissioning/power-reactor/dresden-nuclear-power-station-unit-1.html)];
Browns Ferry Units 1, 2, and 3 in Alabama, which have generated about 325 million curies of radioactivity in the form of high-level radioactive waste;

Despite their different names, the co-located Mark 1s FitzPatrick Unit 1 and Nine Mile Point Unit 1, along with Nine Mile Point Unit 2 (a GE BWR Mark II), in New York State, have generated very nearly 300 million curies of radioactivity in the form of irradiated nuclear fuel;

Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 in Pennsylvania, which have generated over 250 million curies of radioactivity in the form of high-level radioactive waste;

Edwin I. Hatch Units 1 and 2 in Georgia, which have generated nearly 250 million curies of radioactivity in the form of high-level radioactive waste;

Hope Creek Unit 1 in New Jersey, which along with Salem Units 1 and 2 (which happen to be pressurized water reactors) has generated nearly 250 million curies of radioactivity in the form of high-level radioactive waste;

Quad Cities Units 1 and 2 in Illinois, which have generated nearly 225 million curies of radioactivity in the form of high-level radioactive waste.

To give some perspective on how much radioactivity this is, consider that a large medical center, such as the one at Washington University in St. Louis, with as many as 1,000 laboratories in which radioactive materials are used, may have a combined inventory of only about two curies. And the storage and handling of those two curies is very carefully controlled to protect the health and safety of doctors, nurses, students, patients, and visitors. (see “Routine Radioactive Releases from Nuclear Power Plants in the United States: What Are the Dangers?”, Beyond Nuclear, January 2009, point number 2, posted online at http://www.beyondnuclear.org/storage/documents/rrus.pdf).

Also providing valuable perspective on radioactivity quantities and the associated risks is the work of Dr. Gordon Thompson. In May, 2008, Dr. Thompson published “Scope of the EIS [Environmental Impact Statement] for New Nuclear Power Plants at the Bruce Site in Ontario: Assessment of Accidents and Malfunctions” (prepared under the sponsorship of Greenpeace Canada, Institute for Resource and Security Studies, Cambridge, Massachusetts). In it, he very clearly articulated the serious safety and security risks associated with both pool storage and dry cask storage of irradiated nuclear fuel. For example, he provided clear, concise accountings of how much radioactivity would be where at new nuclear power plants. At page 27, he used the Indian Point nuclear power plant (pressurized water reactors) very near New York City to make comparisons of radioactivity content of reactor cores, pools, and dry casks. He used radioactive cesium-137 content to make these comparisons.

Thompson reported that each pool at Indian Point contains 2,500,000 TeraBecquerels (TBq) of Cesium-137 (equivalent to over 67,000,000 curies). By way of comparison, he reported that each Indian Point PWR operating reactor core contains 420,000 TBq of Cesium-137 (equivalent to over 11,000,000 curies). The Chernobyl nuclear catastrophe, by way of comparison, released “only” 90,000 TBq of Cesium-137 (about 2.4 million curies) into the environment, and yet devastated vast regions with such radioactivity contamination. The
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission defines a “Large Release” of radioactivity as exceeding 100 TBq of Cesium-137 (2,700 curies).

In May, 2006, Dr. Thompson prepared a report relevant to GE BWR Mark 1s, “Risks of Pool Storage of Spent Fuel at Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station [near Boston] and Vermont Yankee.” (A Report for the Massachusetts Attorney General by IRSS, May 2006, NRC Electronic Library, NRC Adams Accession Number ML061630088)

Just as Dr. Thompson articulated radioactivity risks in terms of cesium-137, so does Robert Alvarez in his recent report. Alvarez writes:

Nearly 40 percent of the radioactivity in U.S. spent fuel is cesium-137 (4.5 billion curies) — roughly 20 times more than released from all atmospheric nuclear weapons tests. U.S. spent pools hold about 15-30 times more cesium-137 than the Chernobyl accident released. For instance, the pool at the Vermont Yankee reactor, a BWR Mark I, currently holds nearly three times the amount of spent fuel stored at Dai-Ichi’s crippled Unit 4 reactor. The Vermont Yankee reactor also holds about seven percent more radioactivity than the combined total in the pools at the four troubled reactors at the Fukushima site. (page 1)

Certainly, the potential for an atmospheric release containing hundreds of millions of curies of radioactivity, likely including tens of millions of curies of Cesium-137 – as from GE BWR Mark 1 high-level radioactive waste storage pools -- represents a huge radiological risk.

Providing yet more valuable perspectives on various radiological risks of concern, Thompson also cites a 2007 study by Cousins and Reichmuth, sponsored by Defence Research and Development Canada, about a radiological dispersal device (RDD) or “dirty bomb” open air attack at the CN Tower in downtown Toronto. (Tom Cousins and Barbara Reichmuth, “Preliminary Analysis of the Economic Impact of Selected RDD Events in Canada,” presentation at the CRTI Summer Symposium 2007, Gatineau, Quebec, 11 – 14 June 2007. CRTI is the CBRNE Research and Technology Initiative, a program of Defence Research and Development Canada. The conference proceedings (available from CRTI) list the presentation as CRTI 05-0043RD, entitled “Economic Impact of Radiological Terrorist Events.”) The study assumes a “mere” 37 TBq (1,000 curie) release from the RDD attack, yet calculates that from a cleanup standard of 500 millirem [mrem] per year, “the estimated economic impact would be $28 billion, whereas for a cleanup standard of 15 mrem per year the impact would be $250 billion.” It should be noted that a 500 mrem/year “clean up standard” would pose quite significant risks for human health for persons inhabiting such a contaminated area; a 15 mrem/year “clean up standard” would itself still pose increased risk to human health, as all radioactive exposures, even small ones, carry a risk; the risk increases with increasing dose, and the risks are cumulative over a lifetime. Thus, a “successful” terrorist attack upon an irradiated nuclear fuel storage pool at a GE BWR Mark 1, or an accident, could unleash “hundreds of thousands of TBq of cesium-137,” (or several millions of curies). The releases could even be in the millions of TBq (or tens of millions of curies), since, as Thompson in 2003 and 2008, NRC staff in 2001, and Alvarez et al. in 2003 have documented, up to 100% of the volatile Cesium-137 could be released into the environment.
from a zirconium cladding fire in an irradiated nuclear fuel pool (Dr. Gordon Thompson, Institute for Resource and Security Studies (IRSS), “Robust Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel: A Neglected Issue of Homeland Security,” January 2003, posted online at http://www.nirs.org/reactorwatch/security/sechossrpt012003.pdf; the report’s executive summary is posted online at http://www.nirs.org/reactorwatch/security/sechosses012003.pdf; Dr. Gordon Thompson, “Scope of the EIS for New Nuclear Power Plants at the Bruce Site in Ontario: Assessment of Accidents and Malfunctions,” Prepared under the sponsorship of Greenpeace Canada, Institute for Resource and Security Studies, Cambridge, Massachusetts, May 2008; In January 2001, NRC published its final draft of “Technical Study of Spent Fuel Pool Accident Risk at Decommissioning Nuclear Power Plants,” (NUREG-1738). The October 2000 draft of this report is posted online at http://www.nirs.org/reactorwatch/security/secnrcsfpstudy102000.pdf. Although this report focused on accidental heavy load drops into waste storage pools at decommissioned nuclear power plants, the risk consequences of a pool drain down are equally applicable to terrorist attacks at operating nuclear power plants. NRC reported that “the consequences of a zirconium fire could be serious,” that the loss of cooling water in a waste storage pool could lead to around 25,000, or more, latent fatal cancers downwind, with deaths occurring as far as 500 miles away. The report’s Appendix 2D, “STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF SPENT FUEL POOL STRUCTURES SUBJECT TO AIRCRAFT CRASHES,” is posted online at http://www.nirs.org/reactorwatch/security/secnrcsfpstudy2000aircraft.pdf; Robert Alvarez, Jan Beyea, Klaus Janberg, Jungmin Kang, Ed Lyman, Allison Macfarlane, Gordon Thompson, and Frank N. von Hippel published “Reducing the hazards from stored spent power-reactor fuel in the United States” in Science & Global Security, Vol. 11, No. 1, 2003, p. 6. This article is posted online at http://www.princeton.edu/%7Eglobsec/publications/pdf/11_1Alvarez.pdf. Science & Global Security is published by the Program on Science and Global Security (SGS), based at Princeton University’s Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs in New Jersey, U.S.A. SGS has carried out research and policy analysis and education and training in nuclear arms control and nonproliferation for more than three decades.

Clearly, the release of millions, tens of millions, or even hundreds of millions of curies of volatile, radioactive cesium-137 from GE BWR Mark 1 high-level radioactive waste storage pools could spell continental-scale catastrophe.

Alvarez’s Figure 10, “Spent Fuel Inventories Between 100 – 200 Million Curies,” shows that two of the very oldest GE BWR Mark 1s – and thus two of the oldest atomic reactors in the U.S. -- are not very far behind their above mentioned identical twins in terms of high-level radioactive waste generation and storage. Age related degradation of systems, structures, and components increases the risks of break down phase accidents, including at GE BWR Mark 1 elevated high-level radioactive waste storage pools.

**Oyster Creek Unit 1** in New Jersey, the oldest still-operating atomic reactor in the U.S. (1969 to 2011), has generated about 125 million curies of radioactivity in the form of high-level radioactive waste.
Vermont Yankee Unit 1 on the Connecticut River border with New Hampshire, just 8 miles upstream from Massachusetts, has generated 100 million curies of radioactivity in the form of high-level radioactive waste.

Alvarez’s Figure 11, “Spent Fuel Inventories Between 10 – 100 Million Curies,” shows that:

Fermi Unit 2 in Michigan, alongside the partially melted down -- and long shut -- Fermi Unit 1 experimental sodium-cooled plutonium-breeder reactor, has generated nearly 90 million curies of radioactivity in the form of high-level radioactive waste;

Duane Arnold Unit 1 in Iowa has generated nearly 80 million curies of radioactivity in the form of high-level radioactive waste;

Cooper Unit 1 in Nebraska has generated around 75 million curies of radioactivity in the form of high-level radioactive waste;

Likewise, Brunswick Units 1 and 2 in North Carolina, taken together, have generated around 75 million curies of radioactivity in the form of high-level radioactive waste;

Monticello Unit 1 in Minnesota has generated over 70 million curies of radioactivity in the form of high-level radioactive waste;

Likewise, Pilgrim Unit 1 in Massachusetts has generated over 70 million curies of radioactivity in the form of high-level radioactive waste.

An insight that can be gained from Alvarez’s report is that GE BWR Mark 1 high-level radioactive waste storage pool risks are actually greater in the U.S. than they are in Japan. Figure 8 on page 11 of his report, “Spent Fuel Assemblies in Pools at the Dai-Ichi Nuclear Complex in Fukushima and Individual U.S. Boiling Water Reactors” shows that Duane Arnold, Pilgrim, and Vermont Yankee’s GE BWR Mark 1 pools contain significantly more high-level radioactive waste than Fukushima Daiichi’s Units 1 to 4 pools. Thus, these pools in the U.S. could boil dry that much more quickly, and the radiological consequences downwind and downstream from a pool fire could be that much more catastrophic.

In conclusion, NRC should require not only emergency backup power on GE BWR Mark 1 pools, as demanded by our emergency enforcement petition, but also emergency makeup water systems and supplies, as well as water level gauges, temperature gauges, and radiation monitors that would survive and continue to function despite even severe natural disasters and nuclear catastrophes as shown by Fukushima Daiichi to be all too possible. In addition to vital safety and security upgrades on GE BWR Mark 1 high-level radioactive storage pools in the U.S., the NRC should require, as a matter of homeland security, national security, and public health, safety and environmental protection policy of the highest priority, the replacement of unnecessarily and indefensibly risky high density storage of high-level radioactive wastes in GE BWR Mark 1 pools with Hardened On-Site Storage, as urged by nearly 200 environmental groups across the U.S. since 2002.12
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